The friendships. A friend will always be there. *Amy*

Having an awesome time with my friends. *Branden*

Getting to go in a lot of sports Carnivals. *Jack*

Getting to know different people and making friends. *Clancy*

Seeing my friends every day. *Mercedes*

My teacher because she teaches us cool things. *Jordyn*

Having the best teacher and friends ever. *Leanne*

Having lots of friends. *Angelo*

The sports and carnivals at school. *Holly*

Maths and homework *Levi*

That there are many opportunities for us kids and teachers to guide us through our school years. *Kato*

I get to see my pretty teacher and the sea. *Georgia M*

I have friends and people to look out for me. *Reggina*

Having the best friends ever! *Olivia*

What we like about St Cecilia’s...
The funny, smart and cool teachers that teach me.  
Zoe

Learning lots of new things.  
Lachlan

Having very kind and caring friends.  
Callum

I like my Reading Recovery teacher.  
Thomas

Getting to look at the sea everyday.  
Ashley

That I get challenged and the questions aren’t boring.  
Luke

That we get to have fun sports carnivals.  
Bayley

I like doing sports.  
Courtney

The nice teachers, kind people and fun things we get to do.  
Skye

I like that we learn new things everyday in different classes.  
Tyrah
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Luke
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Bayley
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Skye
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